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We continue the work of the previous paper (Hachenberger, Finite Fields Appl., 
in press), and, gcneralizing somc of the rcsults obtained there, we give explicit 
constructions of free and completely free elements in GF(~'") over GF(q), where 
n is any nonnegative integer and where r is any odd prime number which does not 
dividc the charactcristic of GF(q) or whcrc r = 2 and q = 1 mod 4. Togcthcr with 
results on the case where r = 2 and q = 3 mod 4 obtained in the previous paper 
and rcsults on the wcll-known casc whcre r is equal to the eharacteristic of GF(q), 
we are able to explicitly determine free and completely free elements in GF(qm) 
over GF(q) for every nonnegativc integer rn and every prime power q. o 19% 
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Let GF(q) denote the Galois field of order q, where q > 1 is any prime 
power. Given any finite dimensional extension of GF(q), say of degree m, 
it is our aim to End elements W in GF(qm) which are free over GF(q), i.e., 
which generate normal bases in GF(qm) over GF(q), or, which are com- 
pletely free over GF(q), i.e., which simultaneously generate normal bases 
in GF(qm) over GF(qd) for every intermediate field GF(qd) of GF(qm) 
over GF(q). 
The existence of completely free elements in finite fields was first proved 
by Blessenohl and Johnsen in [I]. By Hilfssatz 4.4 in [I] (in the case of 
finite fields See also Theorem 3.1 in [3] or, in the case of ordinary free 
elements in finite fields, Lemma 1.1 in [9]) the existance problem is easily 
reduced to the case where m is a prime power: 
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